
HELPICARE plans and realises innovative, personalised solutions that can improve the

quality of the autonomy, communications and relationship of disabled people.

It produces and commercialises electronic and computer aids that contribute to the well-

being of individuals.

It collaborates with organizations and institutions that operate in the education and

rehabilitation fields in order to always have the appropriate diagnosis and analysis of the

problems to be solved.

Box for switches: allows use of ENTER and SPACE keys with switches.
With this device it is possible to  use the switches to check all software used
by these two keys and to manage all input commands.

Compatible with; Win ’98, ME, 2000, XP.

HelpiBOX 2

Dimension

130 x 65 x 30 mm

O.S.

Win 98 or sup.

Connections

USB
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HelpiBOX 16

Dimension

130 x 65 x 30 mm

O.S.

Win 98 or sup.

Connections

USB

Box for switches. HELPIBOX 16 allows the use of  the following 16 keys by
employing the switches;
enter, space, arrow up, arrow down, arrow left, arrow right, 8 pad, 2 pad, 4 pad,
5 pad, alt, alt gr, ctrl, tab, swift.
With this system it is possible to use the switches to manipulate all the software
which these keys employ to manage input commands. It is also possible, via
facilitated access to Windows, to control the mouse. It is automatically recognised
by PC. It is suitable for; Win 98, ME, 2000, XP.

www.helpicare.com
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HelpiKEYS Programmable Keyboard

Dimension

460 x 370 x 25 mm

Weight

850 gr

Driver

Standard

Helpikeys is a programmable A3 keyboard which is PC compatible. It is specially designed as an
educational learning aid and rehabilitation tool, it is versatile and has a variety of applications.
Helpikeys can also be adapted for users with physical, visual and cognitive disabilities.

O.S.

Windows

Connections

PS2 or USB
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www.helpikeys.com

Useful and programmable
Helpikeys keyboards boast an innovative design and unique ergonomic
features such as the top-side handle for easy transportation.
The software Layout Builder is included with the Helpikeys keyboard.
Layout Builder allows the user to;
• Customise the keyboard graphically, assign a special function to each key,
print your desired keyboard layout in both A4 and A3.
• Can save up to 5 customised layouts on the keyboard’s memory so that
the keyboard can be easily accessed from other PCs.
• Programme and manage simple multimedia activities such as creating
sounds or opening images.
• Create 5 exit channels for switches.

Connection: PS2 or USB.
Compatible with Win98, ME, 2000, XP.
No specific computer drive needed to install the keyboard.

Five keyboards in one
Helpikeys is supplied with 5 ready to use interchangeable keyboard layouts;

QWERTY - A standard Windows keyboard layout with bigger keys, designed
to aid writing and computer skills and create easy access to PC.
ABC - A simplified alphabet keyboard layout, suitable for educational learning
activities with children.
NUMERIC - A numerical keyboard layout to aid numeracy and maths activities.
MOUSE - This keyboard layout is an excellent mouse substitute .
YES/NO - This layout can be used to develop basic communication skills
with the pre-school age range.

These layouts are automatically recognised by the keyboard.
You can programme the repeat rate, the threshold of key activity, and other
functions, including regulating how the keys spring back after being used.
You can also activate acoustic and visual feedback when the keys are touched.

Helpikeys keyboards have 5 entry switches which are programmable and
able to adopt any of the keyboards functions.
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Finger guard for MiniB
Material: aluminium anodized sand-blasted and painted.
Color: anthracite.

Material: aluminium anodized sand-blasted and painted.
Color: anthracite.

Finger guard for Qtronix trackball

HelpiSHIELD Keyboard with protective cover

Dimension

470 x 170 x 35 mm

Weight

800 gr

O.S.

Windows

Connections

PS2

Driver

Standard

This keyboard, with its protective HELPISHIELD cover is the most practical
and economic solution for those with slight physical disabilities.
It is a standard Windows keyboard complete with 105 keys, fitted with an
aluminium, finely finished, painted screen which can also be used as a
cover for the keyboard. It can be easily removed and enables the user
to rest the whole hand on the keyboard, before selecting the keys,
inserting fingers in the desired holes. Suitable for all those who wish
to limit involuntary typing due to problems controlling hand
movements.
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